Electronic units for 1200 series entrance panels

**Type: 12F4**  
**Model:** audio electronic unit only, with alphanumeric keypad  
**Compatible panel series:** 1200 and communication column  
**Notes:** electronic module for an audio entrance panel with alphanumeric keypad. Equipped with speech unit, alphanumeric display (with 2 lines x 16 characters), keypad and memory for 200 users (two 16-character names per user), to be used with plates type 122D, 123D and 12CD.  
An external CCTV video camera may be connected to the unit.

**Type: 12F5**  
**Model:** video electronic unit only, with alphanumeric keypad  
**Compatible panel series:** 1200 and communication column  
**Notes:** electronic module for a colour video entrance panel with alphanumeric keypad. Equipped with speech unit, alphanumeric display (with 2 lines x 16 characters), keypad and memory for 200 users (two 16-character names per user), to be used with plates type 122D, 123D and 12CD. The video camera has a manual pan and tilt facility.

**Type: 12F7**  
**Model:** video electronic unit only, with alphanumeric keypad  
**Compatible entrance panel series:** 1200 and communication column  
**Video camera**  
Sensor: 1/4" CCD colour  
Lens: 3 mm  
**Subject lighting:** white LED  
**Notes:** electronic module for a colour video entrance panel with alphanumeric keypad. Equipped with speech unit, colour video camera, alphanumeric display (with 2 lines x 16 characters), keypad and memory for 200 users (two 16-character names per user), to be used with plates type 122D, 123D and 12CD. The video camera has a manual pan and tilt facility.

**Type: 12F3/3**  
**Model:** audio electronic unit only, with 3 call push-buttons  
**Compatible panel series:** 1200 and communication column  
**Notes:** electronic module for an audio entrance panel with conventional push-buttons. Equipped with speech unit, illuminated “Engaged” signal on speaker grill and 6 push-buttons in 2 rows (3+3), for use with plate types 122x, 123x and 12Cx but not with types 1224, 1238, 12C4 or 12C8. Type 12TS allows the number of push-buttons of the electronic unit to be increased. An external CCTV video camera may be connected to the unit.

**Type: 12F3**  
**Model:** audio electronic unit only, with 4 call push-buttons  
**Compatible panel series:** 1200 and communication column  
**Notes:** electronic unit for an audio entrance panel with conventional push-buttons. Equipped with speech unit, illuminated “Engaged” signal on speaker grill and 8 push-buttons in 2 rows (4+4), for use with plate types 122x, 123x and 12Cx. Type 12TS allows the number of push-buttons of the electronic unit to be increased. An external CCTV video camera may be connected to the unit.

**Type: 12F5/3**  
**Model:** video electronic unit only, with 3 call push-buttons  
**Compatible panel series:** 1200 and communication column  
**Notes:** electronic module for a colour video entrance panel with conventional push-buttons. Equipped with speech unit, illuminated “Engaged” signal on speaker grill and 6 push-buttons in 2 rows (3+3), for use with plate types 122x, 123x and 12Cx but not with types 1224, 1238, 12C4 or 12C8. Type 12TS allows the number of push-buttons of the electronic unit to be increased. An external CCTV video camera may be connected to the unit.

**Type: 12F5**  
**Model:** video electronic unit only, with 4 call push-buttons  
**Compatible panel series:** 1200 and communication column  
**Notes:** electronic module for a colour video entrance panel with conventional push-buttons. Equipped with speech unit, illuminated “Engaged” signal on loudspeaker grill and 8 push-buttons in 2 rows (4+4), for use with plate types 122x, 123x and 12Cx. Type 12TS allows the number of push-buttons of the electronic unit to be increased. The video camera has a manual pan and tilt facility.

**Type: 12TS**  
**Model:** additional module with 4 push-buttons  
**Compatible panel series:** 1200  
**Notes:** additional module for use in conjunction with electronic unit types 12F3, 12F3/3, 12F5, 12F5/3, 1283, 1283/3, 1285, 1285/3 for adding extra call push-buttons. Multiple 12TS modules can be connected in series.
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